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1 - The Campfire Story

Allison:Hey Allison2 want to go on a scary camping trip with us?

Allison2:Allison? With you?

Allison: Yep, and Rachel!

Allison2:Allison...Why are you inviting me?

Allison: It said we can get in free if you have three people with us and the others
went to the mall.

Allison2:No thanks.

Allison:What? Are you SCARED?

Allison2:NO im not scared I just dont feel like it. Anyway its 3AM.

Allison:Youre scared, arnt you?

Allison2:NO!

Allison:CHICKEN! BRAWK! BRAWK! CHICKEN!

Allison2:ALRIGHT ALREADY! ILL GO!

Allison:Ok ill meet you at Ash cave at 10AM.

7hrs later...

Allison2:Hi im Allison2 and im renting a cabin.

Man:*looking through the list* Sorry I can only find Allison on here.

Allison2:No you dont understand Im with her and her dopy friend.

Man:Youre gonna have to wait for her to get here.

2 hours later...

Allison:Sorry im a little late!

Allison2:A LITTLE! YOU MADE ME WAIT FOR TWO HOURS YOU DOPE!



Allison:Uh hehe!

Man:Is this Allison?

Allison:Why...yes...yes I am!

Man:All you need is this ticket sence you have three people. Ok bye!

Allison:Thanks!



2 - getting in and setting up

At Lady Slipper...

Allison:Well here we are the cabin called Lady Slipper!

Allison2:Think of a stupider name.

Allison:Let's gooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Allison2 walks in while Allison and Rachel run in together.

Allison:first we set up the bed!

Rachel:PILLOW FIGHT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Allison first bangs a pillow on the grumpy Allison2's head then Allison2 smiles a little
and bangs a pillow on Rachel.Then they all have pillows ready to fight.

Allison:Ready...............................................GO!

Feathers flying everywhere the three fight with their pillows until...

Allison2:I WIN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Allison:Thats because you used your super powers.

Allison2:So you could have used yours!

Allison:But Rachel doesnt have any. That means shell have a 100% chance of losing.

Allison2:Ugh lets just set up the beds.

They find that that there is a giant mess so they do the right thing and...

Allison2:Lets leave it there and let the others clean it up.

Allison:k.

Allison, Rachel, and Allison2 get ready to roast marshmellows and when they're ready...

Allison:AAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! FIRE FIRE
MY MARSHMELLOW IS ON FIRE AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!



Allison bonks The marshmellow over and over on Allison2s head.

Allison2:Ugh.*tumbles down to the floor*Ouch! That floor is hard!

Allison:Um what do we do now?

Rachel:EAT A SANDWICH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Allison and Allison2:NO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Allison2:I brought cards in case we get bored.

Allison:Wanna play speed?

Allison2:k

they go really fast and then...

Allison2:I WIN!!!!!!!!!!!!

Allison:Why do you have to use your super powers for everything we do?

Allison2:Hey I didnt when you bonked me on the head with a burning marshmellow and
you were lucky!



3 - In The Hot Tub

Allison:Ya wanna go in the hot tub?

Allison2:There's a hot tub? Why wouldn't I?

Rachel:first I have to make a sandwich.

Allison2 puts her hands on her hips.

Allison2:Do you HAVE to make a sanwich? I mean it's a hot tub.

Allison finishes her sentence.

Allison:It's for relaxing.

Rachel:For your information I'm not going to eat it. I'm gonna dunk it in the tub.

Allison and Allison2 almost barf.

Allison and Allison2 walk into the hot tub and a few minutes later Rachel walks in with a
peanut butter and jelly sandwich.

Allison:Why are you dunking your sandwich in the tub?

Rachel:A science experement.

Allison:I thought you werte too goofy for science?

Rachel:My mom said I had to do some kind of educational thing and when I get home I have
to tell her the results or it's a whack in the behind for me.

Allison:You're still getting spanks? My mom just yells at me for THINGS I DIDN'T DO!

Allison stares at Allison2 with a mad face while she shows a guilty smiling face.

Allison2 puts her arms on the back of the tub relaxing.

Allison2:You know-

Rachel's sandwich floats away.

Rachel:SANDWICH!



Allison:Sence that is very disgusting I'm gonna make pizza bagels. What topping do you want
Rachel?

Rachel:I'll just eat this wet sandwich!

Allison2:I'm definantly with you!

Allison and Allison2 hold their mouths closed while they walk into the cabin.

Allison: What toppings would you like?

Allison2: I'll have all of them you have!

Allison:Are you sure?

Allison2:Sure! Remember I was created! Created people eat everything!

Allison:I'm gonna have just cheese.

Allison2:Just cheese? You are crazy!

Allison:I'm I the only one who isn't disgusting?



4 - The Walk part1

Allison2:Uh...if you say so.

Rachel comes in with a notepad writing...

Rachel:The sandwich walked away and I had no more sandwich.

Allison(looking over Rachel's notepad):Whad ja write?

Rachel:I figured out I dunked sandwich in instead of the sandwich I made.

Allison:Who's sandwich?

Rachel:My friend sandwich who can walk and talk like Amie's hat.

Allison:I know what'll make ya feel better! A nice walk!

Allison2:How long a walk?

Allison:6 miles.

Allison2:6 MILES? ARE YOU OUT OF YOUR MIND?????

Allison:C'mon! Ya scared?

Allison2:OF COURSE NOT! ALLISON2 NEVER IS AFRAID!

Allison:Are you from now on gonna refer yourself to the 3rd person?

Allison2:Uh heh. Very funny.

Allison:We are going to walk from Ash Cave Cabins to Old Mans Cave and
no one is gonna stop us!

Allison2:Good for you. I'm gonna stop myself.

Allison:OH NO YOU DONT! I'M TAKING YOU WITH ME!

Allison, Allison2, and Rachel walk to the car and Allison2 drives it to
Old Mans Cave.

Allison2:Wait Aren't we going from Ash Cave Cabins to Old Mans Cave not
the other way around.



Allison explains that in a weird way that makes no sence.

Allison:Hey look at this weird writing!

Allison2:I cant read it.

Rachel:Are they those things that people wrote long a-

Allison:Hyrogliphics!

Rachel:Oh yeah! I knew it started with an "H"

Allison:C'mon lets go!

They walk through the woods and spotted a broken bridge.

Allison2:Well we won't be able to go through there so let's turn around!

Allison:Hello? Ever heard of jumping? We are on this trip for adventure not for quiting!

They jump across the bridge when Rachel is suddenly hanging from the bridge.



5 - The Walk Part 2

Rachael: HELP ME!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Allison: Rachel! Hold on!

Rachael hand suddenly slips and she falls Allison and Allison 2 look down worried seeing Rachael falling
down forever.

Allison: we have to get her!

Allison jumps down.

Allison: XL TRANSFORM!!!

Allison flies as fast as she can to get Rachael, but she's too far down to catch. Allison 2 is behind the
brige still looking down noticing Allison comming back up with a lake of tears in her eyes.

Allison: She's *sniff* she's gone.

Allison 2: NO! NO SHE ISN'T! *tries to stay calm* we'll find her.

Allison: No we won't she's gone forever...falling foever.

Allison 2: Allison, sit down for a second.

Allison sits on a log.

Allison 2: Allison, you can't give up hope. Even though she's gone now she's not gone forever. We'll find
her later don't worry about it. The adventure could be dead ahead of us. Come on let's walk!

Allison smiles and gets up.

Allison: hey! we're at Ash Cave already!

Allison 2: quick... Let's skip some rocks! Allison...

Allison is sitting on a rock crying

Allison 2: Allison...what's up?

Allison: Rachel woudl've dunked a sanwich in the water.

Allison 2: *sigh* ya know we're going on this trip again right? same people, same time.



Allison: what if we don't get Rachael back?

Allison 2: We will.

Allison: how do you know? she's not gonna pop outta nowhere!

Allison 2: But if you belive that she will she might actually do what you belive she'll do.

Allison: Let's move on.



6 - The Walk Part 3

They get to a sign that says...

Allison: Warning: this part of the trip is very dangerous and not for deaf and/or blind people or small
children. BE CAREFUL AND HAVE FUN!

Allison 2:wow must be pretty dangerous.

Allison: gee, and Rachael didn't make it through the not dangerous part.

Rachael somewhere far away: SANDWICH!!!!!!!!!!! PLEASE DON'T TAKE SANDWICH! HE'S MY
FRIEND!!!!!!!! PLEASE! STOOOOOOOOOOOO-

Allison: her voice...RACHAEL! Her voice got cut off, let's go! HURRY!

Allison and Allison 2 run as fast as they can and after a long time...

Rachel: ALLISON! HELP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

There's a big giant monster in front of Rachel who is tied up and dragged down into a boiling pot.

Allison: that's the oldest evil thing to do in the book.

monster: what book?

Allison: this book.

she holds up a book that says "The Good Book of Evil Things to do"

Allison 2:hey! I orderd that a long time ago! That's mine!

Allison: well if you wanna read it, it wont help you destroy me 'cause I memoized the whole thing!

Allison 2: you suck.

Allison 2 throws the book in the pot.

Rachel: have you two noticed yet I'm tied up here?

both Allisons: oh yeah...

Allison: XL transform!



Allison 2: rocket boost!

Allison: you have the worst opening.

Allison 2: shut up.

Allison 2: cuts Rachel down, but instead of Allison catching her, the monster catches her.

monster: I'll give your friend back, IF you play my game I made up.

Allison: uh...is it a board game? 'cause those seem boring since they're BORED games. I mean I'd LIKE
to, it's just tha-

Allison 2: Allison, they're called...

Allison 2 writes down "BOARD GAMES NOT BORED GAMES!!!!"

Allison: oh.

Allison 2: anyway it doesn't matter what kind of game it is.

monster: ARE YA GONNA PLAY OR NOT????????????

Allison: yep, we're playin'.

monster: OK let me tell you how to play, and the rules of the game. You have three heart points and only
one fourth of one heart can be taken away at a time. Your monsters are set up just like they are in
chess. Your monsters can move twice per turn. The object is to destroy all of your opponents heart
points before they do. Each heart has two rows of squares on the board. That means two monsters are
in charge of one heart. One monster can only destroy two thirds of the heart. You can block with your
monsters and you can also destroy your opponents monsters diagnally just like pawns do in chess. If
you win, you get your friend back, if you lose, you will all go down with me and be my servant for the rest
of your lives! HA HA HA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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